
AvansicNOW eDiscovery Subscription 
Services Empowers Your Team



eDiscovery and Litigation support processes continue to grow in complexity along with 
performance demands, driving law firms and corporations to seek time and cost-e�ective 
alternatives to manage eDiscovery projects.

Having access to analytics and other technologies to tame data is critical. Leveraging 
comprehensive services and technology maximizes productivity and provides the path 
to ensure your success.

AvansicNOW eDiscovery Subscription Services is backed by CEDS Certified 
experts ready to support you as needed to skillfully complete eDiscovery 
projects. Execute tasks when and how you want, get the results you want, 
and get the best price for you and your clients.  

AvansicNOW eDiscovery Subscription Services gives you greater control 

Your own hosting environment

Accelerated data loading

Faster document review

No licensing and maintenance headaches

Per user pricing with no per GB fees

Take Charge of Your eDiscovery Projects



Empower your Team and Increase 
E�ciency and Client Service

Key eDiscovery Functions You 
Can Execute Yourself 

Data Loading Review, Search & 
Analytics 

Production

Drag-and-drop files directly, no need 
to install extra so�ware or ask for 
custom uploads

Upload any type and size file, native 
or load files, including whole folders 
too

Automated error handling and file 
type detection, as well as global 
de-duplication 
  

Store files in AvansicNOW to keep 
them secure in one place

No need to download files or have to 
use an external program to review 
them 

Combine di�erent types of searches 
without fear of poor results
  

Establish and deliver on specific 
agreed upon formats and timeframes 

Leverage templates for mass exports 
on the fly

Accommodate last-minute attorney 
requests for depositions or other 
needs

AvansicNOW gives you the technology and workflow tools you need to drive 
proficiency and achieve maximum eDiscovery project success. 

Self-service eDiscovery has never been easier or more reliable. 

With AvansicNOW you get automated error handling, built-in quality control, analytics, 
self-paced training, and more. And you never have to unlock features as they’re added. 
Completely manage cases from data and ESI import to document review and production.

eDiscovery Subscription Services can enable your team to find the right balance of control and 
capacity, familiarity and flexibility, robustness and reliability.  

The way you 
want it

Near-instant 
access to 

review 
documents

No gigabyte 
fees!



AvansicNOW eDiscovery Subscription 
Services enable you to maintain a 
hands-on approach to electronic discovery 
without the corresponding costs.

Contact Avansic today to get started with 
your eDiscovery Subscription Services.

918-856-5337
experts@avansic.com
avansic.com




